
Upload documents at the
course, assignment, or
the question level!
Uploading files has never been easier than
through Connect! Give your students all the
additional resources they need by attaching
your files to the course, assignment, or
question levels in Connect. You can simply
attach files to your Course Library and share
them via your student’s Library. You also 
have the option of enabling students to sub-
mit files as a custom assignment or as part 
of a question within an assignment.
 

NEW “Content Update”
feature
McGraw-Hill is always working to improve our
Connect content. We’ve always been able to
ensure that the very latest content is included
in our question banks and through “inactive as-
signments” - those that have yet to be offered
to students. With this release, we’ll be able to
notify you when we have identified content that
might require updating in your active assign-
ments per McGraw-Hill author recommendations.
You’ll be offered the opportunity to decide
whether you want to adjust or drop credit
for the updated items in those active assign-
ments. Even better, when you make a copy of
that assignment (e.g. for use next semester),
the new copy will automatically be updated to
contain the very latest content from McGraw-
Hill.
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McGraw-Hil l  Connect® of fers a wealth of  new enhancements for  you!
We heard you, and we’ve incorporated enhancements that our Connect community has shared.
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Review the enhanced
usability now available via
your “My Courses” page!
Connect now allows you to edit your course
name and time zone from your “My Courses”
page and now provides icons instead of a
menu to quickly and easily set course
registration dates, duplicate, or delete your
course! Connect also offers enhanced sec-
tion drop-down menus, which clearly detail 
the functionality offered via the contextual 
labels to better inform you of your options 
to edit, duplicate, copy, share, or delete a 
course section.

Enjoy enhanced user navigation based on your feedback!
We’ve improved Connect usability to make your workflow a little easier.
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